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’ INTRODUCTION

In single-molecule electronics, each organic molecule per-
forms the basic functions of electronics such as rectification,
amplification, and storage. Single-molecule electronics will en-
able us to develop cheaper, higher-performance, and more-
ecological alternatives to conventional silicon-based devices.
Hence, many efforts have been made to realize single-molecule
electronics,1�16 and it is still a very active area of research.3�5 The
concept is now realized for individual components,4�12 but it is
still impossible to fabricate a practical single-molecule integrated
circuit. One of the problems is the lack of viable methods for
wiring each functional molecule. Despite many reported efforts
on connecting metal electrodes directly to single molecules,4�8 it
remains very difficult to reduce the width of metal wires to that of
single molecules, so it is difficult to reduce the total size of
molecular circuits. One solution is to connect each molecule with
a single conductive polymer instead of a metal wire, but there are
currently no reports of a practical method for achieving this.

We should also note that the lack of a viable method for wiring
is not the only problem for realizing single-molecule integrated
circuit. On amore fundamental level, it has been shown that, with
single-molecule circuits, it is not possible to decompose a larger

molecule into different parts, where some parts act as wires and
others as active devices. This is due to the wave propagation
nature of electron transport in the tunneling regime. Therefore,
circuit design strategies from classical electronics cannot be
simply scaled down when the circuit is supposed to be larger
than the usual demonstration piece of one diode or transistor
embedded in a wire. Hence, new architectural schemes are
needed for circuit design.3,13�16 The fabrication and evaluation
of a large molecule, in which a functional molecule and con-
djugated polymers are connected, will be a great help to establish
strategies for proper circuit design.

In order to develop a viable method to connect conductive
polymer nanowires to each functional molecule, we have to solve
two issues: how to create polymer nanowires at designated
positions, and how to ensure chemical bonding between the
nanowires and functional molecules. The first issue has been
solved using nanoscale controlled chain polymerization,17�20

which is discussed later. The second issue, connection via a firm
covalent bond between the functional molecule and the conductive
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ABSTRACT: Key to single-molecule electronics is connecting
functional molecules to each other using conductive nanowires.
This involves two issues: how to create conductive nanowires at
designated positions, and how to ensure chemical bonding be-
tween the nanowires and functional molecules. Here, we present a
novel method that solves both issues. Relevant functional mol-
ecules are placed on a self-assembled monolayer of diacetylene
compound. A probe tip of a scanning tunneling microscope is then
positioned on the molecular row of the diacetylene compound to
which the functional molecule is adsorbed, and a conductive polydiacetylene nanowire is fabricated by initiating chain
polymerization by stimulation with the tip. Since the front edge of chain polymerization necessarily has a reactive chemical
species, the created polymer nanowire forms chemical bonding with an encountered molecular element. We name this spontaneous
reaction “chemical soldering”. First-principles theoretical calculations are used to investigate the structures and electronic properties
of the connection. We demonstrate that two conductive polymer nanowires are connected to a single phthalocyanine molecule. A
resonant tunneling diode formed by this method is discussed.
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polymer, is also requisite for reliable electronic properties
because of the thermal fluctuation tolerance of the positions of
molecules. Chemistry will play a key role in achieving this because it
is necessary to control single-molecule covalent chemistry21�32

on solid substrates.
In a simple idea for connecting conductive polymers to a

functional molecule, it is expected that the connection will be
achieved by first synthesizing the polymers and the functional
molecule separately, and then positioning them on a substrate
and chemically bonding them together. Barner et al. deposited
single chains of a dendronized polymer with peripheral azide groups
on a solid substrate. Using a scanning force microscope tip, they
moved one polymer chain next to another polymer chain, and
then used ultraviolet light to photochemically connect them.25

The dendronized polymer, however, was not conductive. Several
covalently bonded polymers synthesized on a substrate have also
been reported.26�32 However, there have been no demonstra-
tions showing a connection to another functional molecule due
to the difficulty in positioning the polymers accurately. Here, we
propose a new approach shown schematically in Figure 1 and
Movie S1 in Supporting Information. Monomer molecules of the
diacetylene compound(R�CtC�CtC�R0, whereCtC�CtC
is the diacetylenemoiety and R and R0 are substituent groups) are
deposited on a cleaved face of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite
(HOPG) and form a self-assembled monolayer (SAM). In the

case of 10,12-nonacosadiynoic acid, which was used in the
present work, R is CH3(CH2)15� and R0 is �(CH2)8COOH.
A small quantity of functional molecules is then deposited on the
SAM (Figure 1a,f). [In Figure 1, a nanocluster composed of five
metal-free-phthalocyanine molecules (H2Pc pentamer) is drawn
as the functional molecule, which is discussed later in detail.]
After that, the tip of a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) is
positioned on the molecular row of the diacetylene compound to
which the functional molecule is adsorbed, and the diacetylene
moiety beneath the tip is stimulated by a pulsed bias voltage. This
stimulation initiates the chain polymerization of the diacetylene
moiety; thus, a single polydiacetylene (PDA) chain ((dRC�
CtC�CR0d)n) is fabricated along the row (Figure 1b), which is
described in previous reports.17�20 The PDA chain obtained is a
conjugated linear polymer of sub-micrometer length. Following
charge carrier injection by chemical doping33 or by an applied
electric field,34,35 the PDA chain should function as an electrically
conductive nanowire.

The PDA chain obtained has a “lifted-up” structure,36 in which
the PDA backbone is raised by 0.15 nm as shown in Figure 1g.
During the chain polymerization, there are reactive chemical species
(carbenes or radicals) at the propagating ends of the chain.37,38

Although the lifted-up structure places the reactive end of the
chain 0.15 nm above the monomer adjacent to the polymer
(Figure 1d,g), the chain polymerization propagates because the

Figure 1. Schematic images showing chemical soldering. (a) Illustration of phthalocyanine molecules adsorbed to a self-assembled monolayer (SAM)
of 10,12-nonacosadiynoic acidmolecules. (b) Chain polymerization is initiated using an STM tip. (c) The polymer chain reaches the adsorbedmolecule,
and spontaneous chemical bond formation occurs. (d) The adjacent monomer molecule reacts with the reactive end of the PDA (magenta sphere), as
indicated by the light blue arrow. (e) Lifted-up structure of the PDA enables the reactive end to approach the adsorbed molecule. (f�h) Side views of the
models. The PDA backbone (yellow spheres) protrudes by 0.15 nm.
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vibrational excitation of the PDA and monomer molecules
enables the end of the chain to react with the adjacent monomer
molecule. When the polymer chain reaches the adsorbed func-
tional molecule (Figure 1c), the lifted-up structure of PDA
enables the reactive end to approach the adsorbed molecule.
This is shown in Figure 1e,h. Assuming the distance between
the phthalocyanine and the alkyl side chains of the diacetylene
compound is the same as that between the graphite and the alkyl
chains, 0.34 nm,39 the height difference between the phthalocya-
nine and the PDA backbone is deduced as 0.19 nm. This is only
0.04 nm greater than the height difference between the reactive
end of the propagating PDA chain and the adjacent monomer
molecule. Therefore, the reactive end of the chain will also react
with the adsorbed functional molecule to form a covalent bond
spontaneously. We name this spontaneous reaction “chemical
soldering”.

The functional molecules we used were metal-free-phthalo-
cyanine (H2Pc), copper phthalocyanine (CuPc), and zinc phtha-
locyanine (ZnPc). Phthalocyanines are planar functional dyes
and have drawn considerable attention, due to their outstanding
electronic and optical properties,40 allowing their use as
switches10 and light-emitting devices.41�43 Furthermore, the
stabilization of nanometer-sized domains of CuPc on top of
alkane molecular layers adsorbed on graphite substrates44,45

enables us to observe each molecule using STM at room
temperature.

’EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

To make a sample, a thin film of 10,12-nonacosadiynoic acid
molecules on the surface of purified water was transferred to a freshly
cleaved surface of HOPG (SPI-2 or ZYH grade) by nearly horizontal
dipping. The sample was then dried by storing it in a desiccator for 4�18 h
at room temperature in the dark. The sample was then placed in a
vacuum chamber, and phthalocyanine was deposited under a 7 � 10�4

Pa vacuum at about 295 K. The deposition rate was monitored using a
quartz crystal deposition monitor. The STM experiments were per-
formed in air at room temperature using a NanoScope STM system with
Pt�Ir tips operated in constant current mode. The sample bias voltage
and the tunneling current for observation were typically �1 V and
30�50 pA, respectively.

’RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2a shows an STM image of a pristine SAM of 10,12-
nonacosadiynoic acid on a graphite substrate. After about 0.1
monolayer coverage of CuPc was deposited on it, small protru-
sions appeared, which are shown in Figure 2b. The smallest
protrusions (labeled “Monomer” in Figure 2b) are 1.3�2.0 nm
in diameter, which corresponds to the size of a CuPc molecule.
Therefore, these smallest protrusions are single CuPc molecules
(monomers) adsorbed to and stabilized on the alkyl side chains
of the 10,12-nonacosadiynoic acid. Figure 2b also shows that the
nanoclusters of CuPc molecules adsorbed to the SAM. The
nanocluster labeled “Dimer” consists of two CuPc molecules.
The nanocluster labeled “Pentamer” consists of five CuPc
molecules, which is shown in Figure 2d, and is adsorbed across
two rows of 10,12-nonacosadiynoic acid molecules. Pentamers
of phthalocyanine are frequently observed (Figure 2c), which
indicates that the pentamer is a relatively stable structure on
the SAM of the 10,12-nonacosadiynoic acid. Two of the CuPc
molecules in a pentamer are adsorbed just above the diacety-
lene moieties of 10,12-nonacosadiynoic acid, which is shown

schematically in Figure 2e. This configuration enables these
phthalocyanine molecules to sufficiently approach the reactive
end of the PDA. Monomers, dimers, and pentamers of H2Pc
and ZnPc molecules were also seen on the 10,12-nonacosa-
diynoic acid SAMs.

The chemical soldering process is shown in Figure 3. An STM
tip was positioned above the row of 10,12-nonacosadiynoic acid
to which an H2Pc pentamer was adsorbed, and chain polymer-
ization was initiated by applying a pulsed sample bias voltage
(�3.8 V for 5 μs). Figure 3a shows an STM image obtained after
applying the pulsed voltage in which the resultant PDA chain
(bright line in the STM image) is connected to the H2Pc
molecule. We also succeeded in connecting single PDA chains
to CuPc and ZnPc pentamers. We repeated this process and
connected single PDA chains to phthalocyanine pentamers more
than 60 times. Examining the STM images taken near the
connecting point in detail, we found that the PDA backbone
showed two types of image contrast in that area. In one (type A,
shown in Figure 3a), the image contrast of the PDA backbone
near the connecting point decreases. In the other (type B, shown
in Figure 3c), the image contrast of the PDA backbone is almost
constant. The height cross sections along the lines in Figure 3a,c
are shown in Figure 3b, which illustrates the difference between
the two types. About 70% of the STM images we obtained
showed type A contrast. We also noted that, although in the
lifted-up structure the PDA backbone was raised only 0.15 nm,
STM images show that the PDA backbone is more than 0.3 nm
above the diacetylene monomers46 (see Figure 3b). This in-
dicates that the height of the PDA backbone observed in STM
images was greatly influenced by the conjugated electronic state
of the backbone.

Figure 2. STM images of phthalocyanine nanoclusters. (a) STM image
of a pristine SAM of 10,12-nonacosadiynoic acid molecules. (b) STM
image obtained after depositing a small quantity of CuPc molecules on
the SAM shown in (a). Monomers, a dimer, and a pentamer of CuPc are
evident. (c) STM image of pentamers of CuPc. (d) Magnified STM
image of a CuPc pentamer. (e) Schematic model of a pentamer of
phthalocyanine. The two phthalocyanine molecules indicated by arrows
are adsorbed just above the diacetylene moiety.
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To clarify the origin of these two types of image contrast, we
investigated the stability of possible configurations of the
polymer and phthalocyanine. For that purpose, we carried
out structural optimizations of several possible configurations
of polymers with/without binding to phthalocyanine via the
density-functional first-principles method with a wavelet
basis set (BigDFT) designed for large-scale calculations47

(see Supporting Information for details of the calculations).
We found that the binding structure gives the lowest energy
among calculated structures, which is shown in Figure 3d,f. In
this structure, the active-carbon end of the polymer pulls the
nearest hydrogen atom from phthalocyanine and binds to a

carbon atom in phthalocyanine, which is shown in Figure 3d.
This reaction corresponds to the insertion reaction of carbene
into a C�H bond.48 The calculated distribution of highest-
occupied-molecular-orbital (HOMO) density is shown as red
and green isosurfaces in Figure 3f. We found that the density
in the two or three units of the polymer (indicated by a white
oval in Figure 3f) closest to the connecting point is smaller
than that of units in the central part of the polymer. Since the
STM images mainly reflect the density of the HOMO, we
conclude that this binding structure between the polymer and
the phthalocyanine produces the type A contrast shown in
Figure 3a.

Figure 3. Demonstration of chemical soldering and possible chemical reactions. STM images (a) and (c) are obtained after applying pulsed bias
voltages on the row of 10,12-nonacosadiynoic acid to which an H2Pc pentamer is adsorbed. Fabricated PDA chains are imaged as bright lines. (a) STM
image showing type A image contrast. The image contrast of the PDA backbone near the connecting point decreases. (b) Height cross sections along the
lines in (a) and (c). (c) STM image showing type B image contrast. The image contrast of the PDA backbone is almost constant. (d) Chemical reaction
resulting in the binding structure. The reactive end of PDA is inserted into a C�H bond of phthalocyanine. (e) Chemical reaction resulting in
the inactivated structure. Through this rearrangement, a hydrogen atom is transferred from the alkyl side chain to the terminal carbon atom of PDA.
(f,g) Optimized structure models and calculated HOMO densities for the binding and the inactivated structures, respectively. Light blue, yellow, blue,
and white spheres show carbon atoms in the monomer/polymer molecules, carbon atoms in the phthalocyanine molecule, nitrogen atoms, and
hydrogen atoms, respectively. Red and green isosurfaces show the calculated distribution of HOMO density. White ovals indicate the regions of smaller
HOMO density.
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We also investigated a structure where a hydrogen atom from
the alkyl side chain of the polymer transfers to terminate the
neighbor active-carbon end (1,2-rearrangement),48 as shown in
Figure 3e. We hereafter refer this structure as “inactivated”. In
this case, there is no bond between the polymer and the
phthalocyanine, because the bonding with the transferred hydro-
gen atom inactivates the carbon end of the polymer chain. We
found that this structure is metastable, and that its calculated total
energy is 0.8 eV greater than that of the binding structure. The
HOMO density calculated for this structure is shown in
Figure 3g, where only the end unit of the polymer has a HOMO
density smaller than that of units in the central part of the
polymer. We thus attribute the type B image contrast (Figure 3c)
to this inactivated structure. These assignments are consistent
with the observed structural stability in that the type A contrast is
more common than the type B contrast. Thus, the polymer
connection to phthalocyanine (chemical soldering) is the main
reaction, so the subsequent discussions in this article will focus on
the binding structure.

A demonstration of connecting two polymer chains to a single
phthalocyanine molecule is presented in Figure 4 and Movie S1
in Supporting Information. Figure 4a shows an STM image of an
H2Pc pentamer adsorbed to a 10,12-nonacosadiynoic acid SAM.
Chain polymerization was initiated by applying a pulsed bias
voltage (�3.8 V for 5 μs) to the row of 10,12-nonacosadiynoic
acid to which the H2Pc pentamer is adsorbed, and the resultant
PDA chain (bright line in Figure 4b) was connected to the H2Pc
molecule. The second PDA chain was then connected to the
same single H2Pc molecule, which is shown in Figure 4c, by
applying a pulsed bias voltage to the same row of diacetylene
molecules but on the other side of the adsorbed H2Pc molecule.
Figure 4d shows a schematic model of this. STM image contrast
around the connecting points shown in Figure 4c indicates that

both polymer chains are connected to the H2Pc molecule via
binding structures.

Figure 4e,f shows the calculated distribution of the third
lowest-unoccupied-molecular-orbital (LUMOþ2) and the low-
est-unoccupied-molecular-orbital (LUMO) densities, which are
localized on PDA and H2Pc, respectively (see also Figure 5a).
These figures show that the conjugated electronic states do not
spread over the PDA�H2Pc�PDA system, because the terminal
carbon atom of the polymer is converted to sp3 by the insertion
reaction. Though the sp3 carbon atom at the junction acts as a
potential energy barrier to electron flow, we can utilize the barrier
as a component of molecular devices, which is discussed later.

Figure 5a shows a schematic energy level diagram of the
PDA�ZnPc�PDA system generated from the density-func-
tional first-principles calculation for the binding structure of
PDA�ZnPc system. The calculation used the PDA consisting of
eight polymer units (see Supporting Information). Although
calculation for the finite size gives the discrete energy levels,
which are indicated by the lines in Figure 5a, continuous valence
band (VB) and conduction band (CB) for PDA chains of infinite
length are assumed as indicated by the pink-colored boxes in
the figure. When negative or positive charges are injected to the
polydiacetylene chain, structural deformation takes place in the
polymer backbone during energy relaxation. These structural
deformations combined with charges are called polarons or
bipolarons, which are the charge carriers in the polydiacetylene
chain.34,49 The polaronic states are present within the parent
band gap of polydiacetylene, as indicated in Figure 5a. From
scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) measurements,34 the
position of negative polaronic state (P�) is estimated to be
about 0.3 eV lower than the bottom of CB. Though polarons
(or bipolarons) cannot pass through the sp3 carbon atom at the
PDA�phthalocyanine junction, they can approach the adjoining

Figure 4. Connecting two PDA chains to a single phthalocyanine molecule. (a) STM image of an H2Pc pentamer on a SAM of 10,12-nonacosadiynoic
acid. (b) STM image obtained after initiating chain polymerization. Fabricated PDA chain, which is seen as a bright line, is connected to an H2Pc
molecule. (c) STM image showing two PDA chains connected to a single H2Pc molecule. (d) Schematic model of (c). (e,f) Red and green isosurfaces
show the calculated distributions of LUMOþ2 and LUMO densities.
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carbon atom, as indicated by arrows in the molecular model of
Figure 5a, which are very close to the ZnPc molecule. Hence,
charges can transfer from the polaronic state of PDA to the energy
levels of phthalocyanine. Note that, if a polymer chain and a
phthalocyanine molecule are separately deposited on a substrate,
it will be very difficult to arrange them in such a close arrange-
ment. In contrast, the tight positioning of PDA is spontaneously
and accurately achieved in our chemical soldering method.

The PDA�ZnPc�PDA system (Figure 5a) may act as
molecular-resonant-tunneling diode (RTD), which was previously
demonstrated for the phenylene ethynylene�CH2�benzene�
CH2�phenylene ethynylene molecule.8,50 Namely, in Figure 5b,
it can be seen that if the bias voltage is adjusted such that the
energy of the incoming electrons is equivalent to the energy level
of ZnPc (“in resonance”), an electron can directly tunnel from
the left-hand region onto the ZnPc molecule. In this case,
electrons can flow from left to right through the ZnPc. Thus,
the RTD is switched on. If the bias voltage is lower or higher than
this resonant voltage, the flow of electrons will be restrained
(Figure 5c). In this case, the RTD is switched off. Such a
molecular RTD could be a useful component of future single-
molecule electronics. It should also be pointed out that the
energy levels of phthalocyanine can be adjusted by selecting
central metal atoms43,51 or substituents,52 such that we can
design and control the electronic properties of the system.

Although we used graphite as the substrate in the demonstra-
tion presented here, the use of other substrates should be
possible. For instance, similar linear PDA chains have been formed
on a semiconducting MoS2 substrate, using photopolymerization

46

or using STM-tip-induced-polymerization.53 The formation of
PDA chains on a molecular multilayer film,19 which is an
insulating layer, could also be useful.

’CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we demonstrated a viable method for connect-
ing single conductive polymer nanowires to a single functional

molecule via covalent bonds, through spontaneous chemical reac-
tions of the reactive carbon ends of the propagating polymer chains.
We name this method “chemical soldering”. In this demonstration
we were able to connect two linear PDA chains to a single
phthalocyanine molecule. This process and the resultant structures
are suitable for the basic study of the chemistry and physics of
nanometer-scale molecular systems. We believe that the structure
could act as a molecular RTD device. We also believe that this
method is applicable to many functional molecules in addition to
phthalocyanine. Therefore, this method is useful for wiring each
component of single-molecule devices (such as molecular diodes,
switches, memory bits, and transistors) and thus represents a key
step in advancing the development of future single-molecule circuits.
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bS Supporting Information. Schematic movie showing the
procedure for chemical soldering, and discussions on density-
functional first-principles calculations. This material is available
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